
GIULIA from SOLUTION

So, our solution is to divide bioplastic from the other waste, 
because bioplastic has different composting time than 
organic, so it must be treated differently.

The machine we choose to sort bioplastic will act on the 
overflow:
-because the overflow has a smaller volume to manage
-it is drier than the inlet waste
-it has a percentage of organic waste that did not degradade 
so it can be recovered

How does the machine work?
After the sfiting there is overflow made of non-organic 
materials, wrongly threwn in the organic bin, it is sent in the 
machine that through a scan identify the organic and separate 
it. 
We could test this type of machine as they are already used 
in the plastic recovery plants.

And then?
The result is that the inherts will go to landfill, while the 
organic fraction will be recirculated into the process and 
become compost, so bioplastic will be part of a circular 
economy as its main purpose is to composts.

ADDITIONAL VALUE di Benedetta

SDGs 
SUSTAINABLE CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
-11.6 By 2030, reduce the adverse per capita environmental 
impact of cities, including by paying special attention to air 
quality and municipal and other waste management
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 in 
order to avoid bioplastic 
to go to landfill, also 
optimizing the 
process?”





We want to recover organic 
fraction that didn’t compost
in one turn.

- Smaller volume
- Drier
- Percentage of organic 

waste that did not 
degradade
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Thanks for your attention


